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Views on Social Media..

advantages of social media are that you can communicate with
other people and keep in touch with them..Also ,you can entertain
yourself with games and learn things.Social media are useful and make
people’s lives easier.
On the other hand,sometimes social media may be dangerous and
annoying.A lot of people have bad experiences because of cyberbullying
.Cyberbullying can have different forms, like fake profiles, threatening
messages,etc.Another disadvantage is that social media misinform
people and brainwash them.
Finally,people have to be careful and not believe everything they
read.We have to try to control it and not let these people make us
believe what they want..’
by Attiti Katerina,Class A,Senior High School

‘Social media is a good way to stay informed about all the things that
are happening on Earth ,but social media also hide many dangers in
them.
For example,if you are not well informed or smart,it is really easy for
the cyberbullies to scare you.Another danger is that many hackers will
try to control your PC and bully you by uploading photos and making
you feel bad.My opinion is that cyberbullying can be stopped and
ignored if someone is mature enough to do this.’
by Byron Tsigkris,Class A ,Senior High School

‘
Recently ,there has been a great deal of controversy about social
media.Some people think that they are a good way to communicate and
stay informed about the news and the lives of friends and famous
people.Others claim that the use of social media is the main reason that
communication these days is not as it used to be and is at its worst.
To begin with,social media is a new way to get informed faster.Also
,you can communicate with your friends right away or send pictures and

videos.In addition ,you can share with them your opinions and things you
enioy.Social media is a nice way to entertain yourself and others.

On the other hand,social media have made people distant and isolated
in front of a screen.People can easily get addicted to it and prefer
staying at home connected on the Internet than going out and
socialising with their friends.
In my opinion,the disadvantages outweigh the advantages.Social
media can make one unsociable and can damage one’s psychology
.Communication ,nowadays ,has lost its ‘power’ and people ignore
each other by spending all of their time in front of a screen..’
by Katerina Sotirhou,Class A,Senior High School

‘ I am writing this essay to express my opinion about Social media
.More specifically ,in the following paragraphs , I am going to mention
the advantages and disadvantages of them.
First of all, the most important advantage of social media is that one
can be informed about the global news.Also ,someone can communiacte
with friends or relatives.Moreover,a lot of users play many kinds of
games.Furthermore, you can post whatever you want ,so you can
inform your friends about something or it can just be a photo of you
,included in a photo album that you can create.

On the other hand,there are some disadvantages that have to be
mentioned.The first and huge one is that anyone can be a cyberbullying
victim at any place anytime.Second,using the media a lot ,most of the
times turns into an addiction.And last ,you can’t have 100% of safety.
To sum up,I must say that social media are good for people but only if
you know how to use them with safety and keep your personal
information only for friends and people you know..’
by Philippos Iskas,Class A,Senior High School of Music

‘.... One of the advantages of social media is that you can contact
people that are far away from you for free,without having to pay
anything..It’s a good way to learn the daily ,weekly ,monthly news and
keep yourself updated.
But ,unfortunately , there is a higher number of drawbacks that can
cause serious trouble in someone’s life.
The main one is cyberbullying.Some people are ‘lurking’ on the
internet ,looking for someone who is innocent enough to embarrass.

Another disadvantage is the advertisements.These little things can fool
you easily by showing stuff that might seem interesting to you but if you
click on them ,you end up with a virus on your PC/phone ,that can
damage your device.
Addiction,can destroy the brain and the eyes, too..
In conclusion,I would say that we must be very caareful of where we log
in,because with a blink of an eye ,our life might be ruined..’
by Eleftheria Papanikola,Class A,Senior High School of Music
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